PREVIOUS PG EXPERIENCE AWARD WINNERS

2017-2018

Second Round Winners

Naomi Woods will be bringing Jack Tan's Karaoke Court to campus.

First Round Winners

Julia Peters and her team for their "Heritage Walks" project, taking students out for some educational fresh air in the Kentish environment

Dominique Carlini-Versini and Mylene Branco won a contribution towards their Bodies in Trouble Film Festival. Read report here[10]

2016-2017

Second Round Winners

Joana Canelas for a project to create an Ogham Tree Circuit on campus. Read report here[10]

Tom Ritchie for a range of postgraduate social events over the summer. Read report here[11]

First Round Winners

Laura Thomas-Walter for her "Real world Research" public engagement competition. Read report here[13]

Lauren Spinner, Aife Hopkins-Doyle and Kiran Purewal for their popular series of "Yoga & Writing Retreats".

Floris Claasens successfully gained a funding contribution to the Young Researchers in Mathematics conference which took place here in August. Read blog here[14].

Maria Touli Ilia for her 'My Heritage' art exhibition in Athens. See pictures here

2015-2016

Second Round Winners

Vanessa Dias, Chloe Tyler and Catarina Morais for their 'World Cafe', critical thinking workshop. Read report here[10]
Conor Heaney and Hollie Mackenzie for their 'Learning, Exchange, and Play III' event, challenging participants to enter experimental spaces and activities. Read report here[11]

First Round Winners

Mun Ching Lee and Keith Grehan for their innovative interdisciplinary Biohacking project, sampling DNA to create music and art. Read report here

2014-2015

Second Round Winners

Danielle Fritz, João Araújo Monteiro Neto, Florence Ojewumi, Allison Holmes, Evelyn Heng, Jessica Smith, Marie-Christine Rivard (Kent Law School) for their conference ‘Dialogue and Networks: Responses and Challenges to Power and Injustice,’

Laura Kalkbrenner, Rebecca Pope, Tristan Taylor, Ségolène Gence (Centre for Medieval and Early Modern Studies) for their interdisciplinary 'MEMS Summer Festival'

2013-2014

Second Round Winners

Francisca Stangel and Rebecca Pope (Centre for Medieval and Early Modern Studies) for “Take the Floor!” an innovative workshop on improving presentation skills

Katharine Peddie and Clare Hurley (School of English) for “Female Tradition and Community in the Avant-Garde” – a two day event

Susanne Masters and Amy Hinsley (School of Anthropology and Conservation) for an ethnobotany garden project next to the Marlowe building.

First Round Winners

Christopher Chang (PhD English), Christina Chatzipoulka (PhD Architecture), Luca Di Gregorio (PhD Italian), Barbara Franchi (PhD English) for their interdisciplinary conference on "Homelessness"

Harriet Gifford (MA Sound and Image), Angela McArthur (MA Sound and Image) and Amie Rai (MA Sound and Image) for a series of "Inspire Gatherings"

2012 - 2013

Second Round Winners
Manila Castor (PhD History and Philosophy of Art), Carolina Vasilikou (PhD Architecture) and Jonathan Ward (PhD Sociology) for their 'Artscapes: Urban Art and the Public' Conference

Lindsey Cox (PhD Medieval & Early Modern Studies) and Jenny Harmer (PhD English) for their 'Synthesis' conference

**First Round Winners**

Hannah Perrin (PhD Social Policy) for her "Shut Up and Write" project

Samantha Harris (PhD Law) for her "Justice and Persuasion" project

**2011-2012**

**Second Round Winners**

Michael Gillham (School of Engineering and Digital Arts) for his 'The High Altitude Postgraduate Experience' project

Paul Ashby, Rubrick Biegon, David Mahler (School of Politics and International Relations) and Margarita Zethelius, Caitlin Lupton (School of Anthropology and Conservation) for their 'Latin American Society and Research Network'

Eugene Nulman, Giovanni Travaglino, Nikos Sotirakopoulos, Teresa Randazzo for their 'Interdisciplinary Conference on Social Movements'